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As the core part of the power grid, the substation must carry out regular patrol

inspection to ensure the normal operation of the equipment. In recent years,

with the continuous increase of load, the area of the substation has gradually

expanded, which makes its operating environment more complex, the intensity

of patrol inspection has increased, and the manual patrol inspection method

cannot meet the needs of patrol inspection. Therefore, it is necessary to

introduce high-tech equipment and use patrol inspection robots to conduct

regular patrol inspection, which inevitably leads to a large number of different

working environments with matching standards and regulations for different

equipment. In order to facilitate the staff to implement the delivery of robots

matching the standards for the projects in the corresponding actual

environment, the concept of knowledge atlas has been introduced and

revolutionarily applied to the multi-source fusion of substation patrol robots,

which not only more clearly analyzes the relationship between multi-source

data, which can also make the operation and application in practical projects

more convenient. This paper creatively uses themethod of knowledge graph to

summarize and analyze the multi-source fusion data of the field patrol robot in

different working environments of a substation in Southwest China, and

provides the research direction of this field and a one-stop manual for

potential researchers and engineers in the future.
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1 Introduction

With the continuous improvement of the requirements for

robot intelligence (RI), the integration of robot multi-sensor has

attracted more and more attention in the research of robot

system (Alhassan et al., 2020). Through the integration and

fusion of the information obtained by a variety of sensors, the

robot can quickly obtain more comprehensive (Guan et al.,

2020), reliable and accurate information about the external

environment, which makes the robot have higher adaptability

and flexibility when working in an unknown or dynamic

environment, thus improving its intelligence level (Zhao et al.,

2017). However, the system function, system performance,

hardware requirements, system architecture, system interface,

the setting of inspection points and the formulation of the

scheme of the intelligent inspection robot in the substation

are all matched with their corresponding implementation

objects (Zhang et al., 2022a). Therefore, a one-stop manual

that is visual and convenient for operators to view is

particularly important. In particular, Figure 1 Clearly shows

the framework of the substation online intelligent inspection

system and the cooperation between different devices, Figure 2

Describes the intelligent inspection robots of substations in four

different countries and different scenarios. Figure 3 gives a clear

overview of the relations and applications between objectives.

Knowledge graph (KG) is a field where many kinds of

technologies intersect, KG is a concept in the field of artificial

intelligence (AI), which evolved from knowledge base (KB) and

knowledge representation (KR). KGwas first proposed by Google

in 2012, which is mainly composed of five categories: knowledge

storage (KS), knowledge update (KU), KG construction (KGC),

KR learning (KRL), and knowledge reasoning (KRE). KGC

includes knowledge extraction (KE), knowledge fusion (KF),

and knowledge processing (KP). KG is called knowledge

domain visualization or knowledge domain mapping map in

the library and information circles (Yusen et al., 2018), which is a

series of different graphics that show the process of knowledge

development and structural relationship (Chen. et al., 2020). KG

uses visualization technology to describe knowledge resources

and their carriers, mining, analyzing, constructing, drawing and

displaying knowledge and the relationship between them (Yu

et al., 2021a).

KG combines the theoretical methods of Applied

Mathematics, graphics, information visualization technology

FIGURE 1
Framework diagram of substation online intelligent inspection system.
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(Hu et al., 2021; Wu, 2021), information science and other

disciplines with Bibliometrics citation analysis, co-occurrence

analysis and other methods, and uses the visualized atlas to

vividly display the core structure, development history, frontier

fields and the overall knowledge structure of the discipline, so as

to achieve the modern theory of multidisciplinary integration

(Jin. et al., 2021), which can provide practical and valuable

references for discipline research.

Academically, the research of knowledge atlas mainly focuses

on the automatic construction and application of KG. The

construction process of existing large-scale knowledge maps

depends on structural or semi-structural data (Wang et al.,

2021), which requires a lot of manual intervention, and there

is a sparse problem (Niu et al., 2021). The automatic construction

of KG from unstructured text data leads to knowledge

acquisition, which includes map completion, entity discovery,

relationship extraction and other steps. Entity discovery can be

divided into entity recognition, entity classification, entity

connection and so on. In terms of application (Zuo et al.,

2021), KG is combined with many tasks to enhance

knowledge. KG itself is a symbol system. The representation

learning of knowledge map integrates knowledge into the

existing neural model framework by learning from knowledge

map to embed entities and relationships (Siddharth. et al., 2021).

Some studies have used KG to pre train language models to

enrich the common sense of language models and improve their

performance in downstream tasks (Zhu et al., 2022). There is also

research on the use of knowledge maps in recommendation

systems, question and answer systems, and so on.

In engineering, KG is being applied in medical, e-commerce,

finance and other fields, while the cost of building a complete and

comprehensive knowledge map is still high (Huang et al., 2022).

There are great differences in the construction of KG in different

industries, so the construction scheme needs to be designed in

combination with the characteristics of the industry and data, and

still requires a lot of manual intervention (Shen et al., 2022).

FIGURE 2
Substation inspection robot in different scenes. (A) Substation inspection robot, (B) New Zealand Power Inspection Robot, (C) Brazilian power
inspection robot and (D) American power inspection robot.
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Moreover, the rest of the article is arranged as follows:

Section 2 aims to review the concepts and methods of multi-

source data fusion; Section 3 summarizes and reviews the

application field and Application Research of KG; In Section

4, KG is used to visually analyze the five connection criteria of

intelligent inspection robot in substation; Finally, section 5

summarizes the full text, and puts forward three revolutionary

innovations and three constructive prospects.

2 Review of multi-source data fusion

2.1 Concepts of multi-source data fusion

Multi-source data fusion refers to the information processing

process of comprehensively analysing and processing the data

collected by multiple sensors through computer technology to

achieve the required decision-making tasks (Kejriwal et al., 2019).

As the basic unit of power grid, power equipment is the basis of

safe, reliable and stable operation of power grid. Power

equipment data mainly consists of basic data of power

equipment, condition monitoring data, operation and

maintenance data, public safety data and historical data (Yu

et al., 2021b). Among them, the condition monitoring data of

power equipment is taking centre stage in analysing and

predicting the development of equipment status.

2.2 Application challenges of multi-source
data fusion

Currently, multi-source data fusion is facing intractable

problems. In terms of data defects, there will be uncertainty,

low accuracy, abnormity and falseness in flawed data, which

brings great challenges to data processing. Secondly, due to the

diversity of current data, there will be difficulty in data federation,

data calibration and data matching. Moreover, the inconsistency

in sensor frequency, sensor dimension, data form and other

factors will result in the complexity of multi-source data fusion,

thus increase the difficulty of determining entities and

FIGURE 3
Overview of the connection and application between things in KG.
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relationships and easily cause the problem of data inconsistency

(Liu et al., 2021). Hence, use different data fusion models and

data fusion algorithms can effectively integrate vast amounts of

data from different sources.

2.3 Methodologies of multi-source data
fusion

2.3.1 Models of multi-source data fusion
The initial models of data fusion are divided into pixel-level

fusion, feature-level fusion and the decision-making level fusion

(Wu et al., 2020). The research of fusion method is one of the

important research contents of data fusion, as follows:

1) Pixel-level fusion

Before data pre-processing and feature extraction, multi-

source data are fused, and data pre-processing and feature

extraction are carried out at the same time. Main pixel-level

fusion methods are weighted mean method, mathematical

statistics method, decision-based methods, Kalman filtering

method, etc.

2) Feature-level fusion

The data from various sources are pre-processed and feature

extracted, then the extracted feature parameters are fused. Main

feature-level fusion methods are Kalman filtering method, fuzzy

reasoning, neural network method and so on.

3) Decision-making level fusion

Make decision analysis on multi-source data respectively,

and then fuse various analysis results to get the final decision

result. Main decision-making level fusion methods are Bayesian

method, Dempster-Shafer (D-S) method, etc (Wang et al., 2020).

Data level fusion preserves the characteristics of the original

data as much as possible, which can improve the accuracy of

intelligent decision-making results (Yu et al., 2021c). Then,

models of data fusion are extended to four levels, including

target extraction, situation analysis, threat estimating and process

refining. The four-level fusion model dynamically monitors the

fusion process, optimizes resource and sensor management, and

feeds back the fusion result information in real time, so as to

make the fusion process adaptive, so as to achieve the best fusion

effect (Li et al., 2020).

2.3.2 Algorithms of multi-source data fusion
This section introduces several typical algorithms of multi-

source data fusion, as follows:

1) Weighted mean method

Weighted mean method uses the past several observations of

the same variable arranged in time order and takes the time order

number as the weight to calculate the weighted arithmetic mean

of the observations, which is the simplest real-time data fusion

method. The point of this method is that the average obtained has

included long-term trend changes (Liu et al., 2022a). The

weighted average can reflect the relative importance and is a

more accurate score measurement. Its main process is as follows:

Use n sensors tomeasure a certain state quantity, and xi is the

output data of the ith sensor, in which i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n. The data

acquired by each sensor from weighted average is expressed by

following equation:

�x � ∑n

i�1xiωi (1)

Where �x is weighted mean fusion result, ωi is the weighted

coefficient.

2) Kalman filtering method

Compared with other fusion algorithms, Kalman filter

algorithm has stronger real-time performance, and can

process a large amount of data in time to avoid resource

consumption caused by data storage. Kalman filter algorithm

is mainly used for the fusion of redundant sensor data in dynamic

environment. This method is based on the statistical

characteristics of measurement model and recursively

determines the optimal estimation of fusion data in the

statistical sense. This characteristic makes Kalman filter

algorithm very suitable for systems that do not have the

ability to transmit and store a large amount of data (Liu et al.,

2001).

3) Fuzzy reasoning method

The basic idea of fuzzy set theory is to activate the absolute

membership relationship in ordinary sets. Reasoning is the

process of deriving corresponding conclusions from existing

objective facts under specific rules. Fuzzy reasoning

technology, which combines fuzzy theory and reasoning

process, has been widely used to deal with fuzzy problems (Li

et al., 2022).

4) Bayesian method

Bayesian method is usually used in static data fusion. Its

information satisfies the probability distribution and can process

uncertain data with noise (Sun and Yu, 2016). The main process

is as follows:

Taking possible decisions of the system s1, s2, s3, . . . , sm as

the divided sub-space, when the sensor observes the system, the

observation result is r. The prior probability and conditional

probability of each sensor are obtained by using the prior

knowledge of the system, and then the posterior probability is
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obtained by using Bayesian conditional probability formula, as

follows:

P(si|r) � P(sir)
r

� P(r|si)P(si)
∑m

j�1P(r|si)P(si)
(2)

where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , m, P(si) is prior probability, P(r|si) is
conditional probability. It follows then that when there are n

sensors and the observed values are r1, , r3, . . . , rm, the

posterior probability of aggregate decision can be expressed by

P(si|r1 ∩ r2 ∩ . . .∩ rn) � ∏n�1
k�1 P(rk|si)P(si)

∑m
j�1 ∏

n
k�1 P(rk|si)P(si)

(3)

5) Neural network method

Neural network is an information processing technology that

simulates human brain. It determines the classification standard

according to the sample information provided by each sensor.

This determination method is mainly reflected in the weight

distribution of the network. At the same time, it also uses the

specific learning algorithm of the neural network for offline or

online learning to obtain knowledge, obtain the uncertainty

reasoning mechanism, and then fuse and relearn according to

this mechanism. This method has high robustness and high fault

tolerance, which brings significant advantage in multi-source

data fusion (Liu et al., 2022b).

6) Dempster-Shafer method

D-S method can fuse different data through imprecise

reasoning, and get more objective and practical results.

Because the data sources are independent of each other and

the detection errors of different data sources are different, the

basic trust allocation functions obtained are different. In order to

improve the accuracy of target detection, D-S synthesis rules have

the ability to fuse the information provided by independent

multi-source data (Liu et al., 2022c).

3 Review of knowledge graph

3.1 Development of knowledge graph

The research of KG originates from the concept of Semantic

Web proposed by Tim Berners Lee at the 2000 XML conference.

Initially, its main function is to add semantic information to web

pages and provide semantic information services such as

information agent, search agent, information filtering, etc. In

2005, American company Meta web extracts people or things

(entities) and their relationships in the real world based on public

data sets, and stores them in a graphical structure in a computer

(Çanak, 2020). KG has been developed 10 years since it was firstly

proposed by Google in 2012. KG usually represents data in

graphic form to represents the relationships between two or

more things. It is an important basis for realizing cognitive

intelligence in AI era, which has already received extensive

attention from academia and engineering. Figure 4 shows the

concept of the knowledge graph and its updating process.

Specifically, KG is a multi-disciplinary integration of Applied

Mathematics, information visualization, information science,

graphics, and other modern studies. The main measure of KG

to carry on research consists knowledge measurement, data

mining, graph drawing and information processing and so on,

which is a powerful tool for discipline research, and reveals the

dynamic development characteristics of knowledge field. Up to

now, the practical application of KG has been gradually expanded

and has gained some progress.

3.2 Research fields of knowledge graph

With the increasing expansion of the scale of KG, the

problem of data management is becoming more and more

important. The research content of KG mainly involves

knowledge representation, knowledge extraction, knowledge

fusion, and knowledge reasoning. Traditional research fields of

KG mainly focus on traditional data storage, knowledge

acquisition, ontology fusion, logical reasoning, and the

application of KG. Up to now, KG has two data models,

including resource description framework (RDF) graph and

property graph. Literature (Zhang et al., 2022b) proposed a

knowledge storage and query scheme based on Tinker Pop

graph computing framework, which offered a self-contained

knowledge storage and query system and supported the query

of mixed storage types of data. Literature (Wang and Li, 2021)

proposed a visual data query system named UniKG, which used

relational model to store data. This technique usually saves more

storage time and space than other techniques. Traditional

knowledge acquisition techniques have relatively simple

mechanism, which are easy to implement, but are usually

constricted by complex constraints and low scalability, which

is an area needs to be improved (Hall and Llinas, 1997).

Knowledge fusion is a main technology of KG technique.

Traditional knowledge fusion technologies usually exhibit

poor accuracy and response capability. Work (Xu et al., 2016)

proposed an unsupervised knowledge fusion approach to handle

the multivariate data application named self-organizing map

(SOM), which is of simple structure and high practicability.

Work (Xing et al., 2022) proposed a novel knowledge graph

alignment (KGA) model, by combining knowledge graph deep

representation learning, this approach realizes high accuracy and

has large cover range. Knowledge reasoning aims to gain implicit

knowledge and expand knowledge database, which play a crucial

role in KG (Xu et al., 2016). Literature (Zhang et al., 2020)

proposed a knowledge reasoning method which used deep

reinforcement learning to achieve accurate positioning of the
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target solution, which has high flexibility and high pertinence. In

conclusion, the relevant theory of KG has certain research

significance and has high application value in current

engineering practice. Power industry has also carried out

researches and applications of KG related technologies in the

professional fields of dispatching, marketing, transportation

inspection and so on.

4 Visual analysis of five-way standard

As the core part of the power grid, the substation should carry

out regular inspection to ensure that the equipment is in normal

operation conditions. In addition, due to the continuous

development of China in recent years, the area of the

substation has gradually expanded, making the operating

environment more complex and the intensity of the

inspection work has increased. The manual inspection method

can no longer meet the needs of the inspection work. Therefore,

the inspection robot needs to carry out regular inspection to

avoid excessive manual investment.

With the gradual development of intelligent and unattended

substations in China, the application of inspection robots in

inspection work is the future development trend. Therefore, the

detection robot must simplify the configuration, improve the

navigation accuracy, and improve the flexibility and intelligence.

The research work of patrol robot can improve the practicability

of recognition algorithm, improve the efficiency and quality of

pattern recognition, and study the recognition technology on the

basis of existing patterns.

Through the analysis of the five-way inspection, video

inspection and robot inspection comparison card of a

substation in Southwest China, it can be clearly concluded

that the level of inspection robot can not reach the level of

manual inspection. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce high-

tech equipment and use detection robots for regular detection.

This part analyzes the relationship between multi-source data

more clearly, which also enables the detection robot to quickly

obtain more comprehensive, reliable and accurate information

about the external environment in practical engineering. At the

same time, the inspection robot must improve flexibility and

intelligence, simplify configuration, and improve navigation

accuracy. The research work of patrol robot can improve the

practicability of recognition algorithm, improve the efficiency

and quality of pattern recognition based on the existing patterns,

and carry out the research of recognition technology at the same

time. In particular, the summary of routine inspection, video

inspection and robot inspection comparison card of substation

inspection robot in Southwest China is shown in Figure 5.

Table 1 clearly shows the five way standard of inspection robot in

terms of oil immersed transformer. It can be seen from the table that

the inspection contents of oil immersed transformer include body

and bushing, tap changer, cooling system, non-electric protection

device, oil conservator and other parts. Among them, the projects

that can be realized by the robot are comprehensively compared with

the manual routine inspection (five-way standard). From the results,

it can be seen that the robot can realize most of the substation

inspection projects, and individual inspection projects cannot be

realized. For example, the robot cannot recognize whether there is

abnormal sound on the end screen of the transformer bushing,

whether the sound of the transformer is uniform, whether the fans,

oil pumps and water pumps of each cooler in the cooling system

operate normally, and whether the oil flow relay works normally. In

the future research and development process, it can not only improve

FIGURE 4
The technical framework of KG.
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the existing structural design and activate the wheeled mobile

platform according to the ground complexity of the equipment

area in the substation environment, but also improve the self-

protection ability of the inspection robot, optimize the obstacle

recognition ability, increase the ability to bypass obstacles, and

improve the execution efficiency and quality of inspection work.

The R&D personnel can study the integrated navigation technology

and combine various navigation technologies such as laser, inertia

and vision, so as to realize the ability of autonomous path planning of

robot patrol inspection and improve the adaptability of patrol

inspection robot to the working environment of substation.

5 Conclusion and perspectives

The development of society is accompanied by the increase of

load, which inevitably leads to the continuous expansion of the area

of the substation. The problem brought by this is the explosive

growth of the manpower and workload invested in the maintenance

of the substation, and the substation inspection robot based on

artificial intelligence can well solve this kind of problem. This work

has developed a one-stopmanual for the implementation standard of

the substation intelligent inspection robot, on this basis, researchers/

engineers can get sufficient and comprehensive guidance for further

research in this field. The main innovations are as follows:

1) This paper clearly summarizes and analyzes the five-way

manual of an intelligent inspection robot in a substation in

Southwest China;

2) KG method is innovatively used to summarize and visualize

the five-waymanual of substation intelligent inspection robot;

3) The concepts of multi-source fusion and kg are combined and

used in the summary and analysis of the five-way manual of

intelligent inspection robot in substation.

Lastly, three promising recommendations are proposed as

follows:

1) In the future research and development process, we should

improve the existing structural design, realize the flexible

wheeled mobile platform, and improve the self-protection

ability of the detection robot;

2) The obstacle recognition ability of the inspection robot should

be optimized so that it can bypass the obstacles and improve

the efficiency and quality of the inspection work;

3) R&D personnel can study integrated navigation technology,

combined with laser, inertia, vision and other navigation

technologies, to achieve robot detection and

autonomous path planning capabilities, and improve the

adaptability of the detection robot to the substation

working environment.

FIGURE 5
Comparison card of routine inspection, video inspection and robot inspection of a substation in Southwest China.
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TABLE 1 Comparison card of routine inspection, video inspection and robot inspection of five-way version of oil immersed transformer in substation
in Southwest China.

Equipment
name

Inspection
contents

Serial
number

Manual
routine inspection
(five-way standard)

Project Remarks

Video
implementation
project

Robot
implementation project

Unable
to implement
project

Oil immersed
transformer

(reactor)

Body and casing 1 Operation monitoring signal,
light indication, operation

data and so on should be
normal

None None Operation monitoring signal,
light indication, operation data

and so on should be normal

None

2 There is no oil seepage and oil
leakage in each part

None There is no oil seepage and oil leakage
in each part

None None

3 The oil level of the casing is
normal, and there is no
damage or crack, serious oil
pollution or discharge trace
outside the casing, and no
abnormal phenomena such as
peeling or peeling of the
antifouling flash coating

None The oil level of the casing is normal,
and there is no damage or crack,
serious oil pollution or discharge trace
outside the casing, and no abnormal
phenomena such as peeling or peeling
of the antifouling flash coating

None None

4 There is no abnormal sound at
the casing end screen, the
grounding lead is fixed well,
and the casing pressure
equalizing ring is not cracked
and crooked

None The grounding lead is fixed well and
the casing pressure equalizing ring is
not cracked and crooked

There is no abnormal sound in
casing end screen

None

5 Transformer sound is uniform
and normal

None None Transformer sound is uniform
and normal

None

6 Lead connectors and cables
should have no signs of
heating

None Lead connectors and cables should
have no signs of heating

None None

7 Transformer shell, core and

clip well-grounded shell and
box along should have no
abnormal heating, no loose
wire, broken wire

None Shell and box along should have no

abnormal heating, no loose strands,
broken strands

None None

8 The transformer housing, core
and clamp are well grounded

None The transformer housing, core and
clamp are well grounded

None None

9 The transformer shell, core
and clamp are well grounded.
35kV and below joints and
lead insulation sheath are well
grounded

None 35 kV and below connector and lead
insulation sheath good

None None

Tap changer 1 Tap position indication is

consistent with the
monitoring system. Three-
phase split transformer tap
position three is placed in the
same tap position, and
consistent with the
monitoring system

None None Tap position indication is

consistent with the monitoring
system. Three-phase split
transformer tap position three
is placed in the same tap
position, and consistent with
the monitoring system

Cannot be

consistent with
the monitoring
system

2 The power indicator of the
mechanism box is normal, and
the sealing is good. The
heating and flooding devices
are in normal operation

None The power indicator of the
mechanism box is normal, the sealing
is good, and the heating device is in
normal operation

Heating, flooding and other
devices run normally

None

3 The oil level and color of tap
switch should be normal

None Oil level of tap switch Oil color should be normal None

Cooling system 1 The fan, oil pump and water
pump of each cooler (radiator)
are in normal operation, and
the oil flow relay is in normal
operation

None None The fan, oil pump and water
pump of each cooler (radiator)
are in normal operation, and
the oil flow relay is in normal
operation

None

2 There is no oil leakage in the
cooling system and connecting
pipes. Special attention should
be paid to oil leakage in the
negative pressure area of the
submersible oil pump of the

cooler

None There is no oil leakage in the cooling
system and connecting pipes. Special
attention should be paid to oil leakage
in the negative pressure area of the
submersible oil pump of the cooler

None None

3 Cooling device control box
power switching mode
indicates normal

None Cooling device control box power
switching mode indicates normal

None None

(Continued on following page)
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TABLE 1 (Continued) Comparison card of routine inspection, video inspection and robot inspection of five-way version of oil immersed transformer in
substation in Southwest China.

Equipment
name

Inspection
contents

Serial
number

Manual
routine inspection
(five-way standard)

Project Remarks

Video
implementation
project

Robot
implementation project

Unable
to implement
project

4 Water cooler differential
pressure relay, pressure gauge,

temperature meter, flow meter
indicator normal, no jitter
phenomenon

The pointer does not shake
(camera recording)

Water cooler differential pressure
relay, pressure gauge, thermometer,

flowmeter indication is normal

None None

5 Cooling tower appearance
intact, normal operation
parameters, no corrosion of all
components, no leakage of
pipes, valves open correctly,
motor operation is normal

Water cooler differential
pressure relay, pressure gauge,
thermometer, flowmeter
indication is normal

Cooling tower appearance intact,
normal operation parameters, no
corrosion of all components, no
leakage of pipes, valves open correctly,
motor operation is normal

None None

Non electric
quantity
protection device

1 The thermometer has good
appearance and normal
indication. The dial is well
sealed. There is no water
inflow or condensation and
the temperature indication is
normal

None The thermometer has good
appearance and normal indication.
The dial is well sealed. There is no
water inflow or condensation and the
temperature indication is normal

None None

2 Pressure relief valve, safety
airway and explosion-proof
film should be intact

None Pressure relief valve, safety airway and
explosion-proof film should be intact

None None

3 There shall be no gas in the gas
relay

There shall be no gas in the gas
relay

None None None

4 The rain proof measures of gas
relay, oil flow quick acting
relay and thermometer are in
good condition

None The rain proof measures of gas relay,
oil flow quick acting relay and
thermometer are in good condition

None None

Oil conservator 1 The oil level of the body and
the on-load switch oil storage
tank should correspond to the
oil temperature and oil level
curve provided by the
manufacturer

None The oil level of the body and the on-
load switch oil storage tank should
correspond to the oil temperature and
oil level curve provided by the
manufacturer

None None

2 The body and load pressure
regulating switch hygroscopes
breathe normally, the
appearance is intact, the
hygroscopes meet the

requirements, and the oil seal
oil level is normal

None The body and load pressure regulating
switch hygroscopes breathe normally,
the appearance is intact, the
hygroscopes meet the requirements,
and the oil seal oil level is normal

None None

other 1 Each control box, terminal box
and mechanism box should be
well sealed, heating, flooding
devices and other normal
operation

None Each control box, terminal box and
mechanism box should be well sealed
and heated

Flood drive and other devices
are in normal operation

None

2 Ventilation equipment in
transformer room should be in
good condition with normal
temperature. Doors and
Windows, lighting intact, the
house without water leakage

The house is watertight Ventilation equipment in transformer
room should be in good condition
with normal temperature. Doors,
Windows, lighting intact

None None

3 The cable pipe end is tightly
blocked

None None The cable pipe end is tightly
blocked

None

4 All kinds of signs should be
complete and obvious

None All kinds of signs should be complete
and obvious

None None

5 Whether the original
equipment defect has been
developed

Whether the original
equipment defect has been
developed. (Oil pollution area)

Whether the original equipment
defect has been developed. (Heat, oil
level, meter)

None None

6 There are no foreign bodies on
transformer wires, connectors
and busbars

None There are no foreign bodies on
transformer wires, connectors and
busbars

None None
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